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INTRODUCTION
TO THE SECOND EDITION

I CANNOT but feel that the exhaustion of the first edition of this
book so quickly, indicates that the public is, at least, interested in
the questions it discusses.
I believe that the twentieth century is par excellence "The AngloSaxon Century," in which the English-speaking peoples may lead
and predominate the world. My mind recoils from any other
picture, because the failure of our people to assume the power
committed to their hands means the segregation of nations and
states, and the general disorganisation of society through cruel,
bloody, and fratricidal wars. The elimination of war and the
advancement of civilisation have been the motive of my book. To
effect this object I have seen no other way than to concentrate
power in the hands of the most worthy. If the Anglo-Saxon peoples
do not come within that denomination, what other will?
The struggle for predominance, tacit or avowed, still goes on. No

one important nation, in our {viii} times, is more content to remain
in a second, or even an equal place, than at any former period of
history. Choice then, being necessary, what choice shall be made?
The answer of everyone who is likely to be within the circle of my
readers, and whose mind is not prepossessed by some special and,
as I must think, perverse influence, may be confidently anticipated.
It will be that which I have given.
I have opened up a plan which I consider feasible. I have set no
time for its adoption either in whole or in part. On the contrary, I
asserted (pp. 2 and 3) that "the question [of unification], in the
ordinary course of events, must pass through the crucible of
debate, tinctured and embittered by prejudice, ignorance, and
jealousy … it may drag along through years, the sport of every
whirlwind of domestic and foreign politics."
To compare small things with great, I recall that Lord Bacon
advocated, in his own powerful and masterly way, the union of
Scotland and England more than one hundred years before it was
actually accomplished.
In launching another edition of the book upon the great sea of
modern literature, I feel renewed confidence that it will eventually
attract a nucleus of readers sufficient in number and influence to
mould its suggestions into public issues, to be argued and disposed
of, in a manner commensurate with their importance.
J. R. D. P.

August, 1903.
{ix}
INTRODUCTION

IN this book I advocate the union of all the English-speaking
peoples by steps natural and effective. Believing that the only real
obstacle to a complete and sympathetic entente between the AngloSaxon peoples may arise from the situation of Canada, I urge her
voluntary incorporation with the American Republic. Upon broad
principles, this incorporation ought not to be difficult, seeing that
the Federal idea, which has been so happily developed in the
existing Canadian institutions, corresponds, in a large degree, with
our own. As an offset, as well as to soften, if not wholly eradicate,
any sentiment adverse to the surrender of a separate national
existence, I propose the establishment of a common,
interchangeable, citizenship between all English-speaking Nations
and Colonies by the abrogation of the naturalisation laws of the
United States and the British Empire, so that the citizens of each
can, at will, upon landing in the other's territory, become citizens
of any of the countries dominated by these Governments.
The proposition of the free admission of English {x} and
Americans to citizenship in the respective Governments of the
United States and the British Empire, without a previous
quarantine, is neither visionary nor impracticable; on the contrary,
as I show in Chapter VII, it is in entire harmony with the spirit and
purpose of the naturalisation laws, and it is, moreover, sanctioned
by the authority of history and of several distinguished modern
names.
To make the union permanent and indissoluble, I would introduce
free trade between the United States and the British Empire, the
same as exists between the several States of our Republic; and to
this I would add the adoption of the same standard of money and
of weights and measures. To render armed conflict impossible in
the event of any differences arising between us, I would establish
an Arbitration Court, with full jurisdiction to determine finally all
disputes which may hereafter arise.

By these means a real and permanent consolidation of the AngloSaxon peoples will be accomplished, without the destruction or
impairment in the least degree of the political autonomy of the
individual governments of the United States or of the British
Empire, and without departing from any maxims of the
international policy of either.
I do not advocate, but deprecate, in common with those who have
given the subject serious study, a defensive and offensive alliance,
as this term is now used.
The events revealed in the history of the Anglo-Saxon peoples, and
the conclusions logically deducible {xi} therefrom, amply justify
the unification of the whole English-speaking family as a wise and
necessary step in their destiny and progress.
I hereafter endeavour to show that such an alliance is natural; that,
growing out of our mutual interests, it is necessary; and that a true
analysis of our duty to ourselves and our relations to the outside
world impresses it upon us as a sacred mission.
Upon these foundations I have built the structure of an enduring
Anglo-Saxon league. If I am wrong in the premises, the
international mansion which I have endeavoured to construct must
fall to the ground. If, on the other hand, I am correct, then the two
powerful motives which underlie all individual and national action
are present, for sentiment and selfishness alike demand its
consummation.
The general subject of an alliance of some kind has already been
largely discussed in both countries, but it has taken no tangible
shape beyond the formation of a few societies whose end has been
to develop closer relations between the two peoples, and whose
success has been, alas! most indifferent.
The opening of the twentieth century reveals two great conditions

which must deeply and powerfully affect the acts of individuals
and nations, and compress events, which ordinarily would take
ages to mature, into a few years. First, there are no more worlds to
discover, and territorial absorption by purchase or force of arms is
the sole means by which the most powerful nations can add to their
{xii} possessions. Diplomatic eyes now look inward and not
outward. Second, all nations have become near neighbours to each
other; and the achievements of science, conquering space and time,
enable the newspapers, among other things, to present each
morning a full picture of the doings of the whole world on the
preceding day. The important acts of a nation's life are laid bare
daily, and the profoundest secret of state can no longer be withheld
from the lynx-eyed newsgatherer. The motives, ambitions, and
actions, of the nations are thus constantly revealed to all who wish
to read them in the journals, for the price of a few pennies.
Marvellous! Most marvellous!
"High placed are we, the times are dangerous,
Grave things
and fateful hang upon the least
In nice conjunctures."[1]
Obeying the course of general progress, political and diplomatic
events in this age must "therefore, take root and ripen quickly.
Each nation is armed to the teeth, or is ready so to arm, and the
expenditure of money for soldiers and sailors and the equipment
for war will not stop on this side of national solvency and
extermination. A complete justification of Anglo-Saxon
aggregation grows out of the fact that it can arrest and destroy this
dreadful modern tendency. But even if angels advocated it, a step
of such profound importance would necessarily be preceded by
much private and public argument, in which the outside world
would largely {xiii} participate, and from whom, perhaps, much
opposition might arise; yet it may mature, forsooth, over night.
The suggestion of an Anglo-Saxon union will be looked upon with
disfavour by foreign nations, and the narrow view will be urged,

that by means of it, disproportioned power will be lodged in our
hands to their detriment. There is no weight, however, in the
objection: power lodged in the proper hands hurts no one. Mistakes
there may be here and there, but the course of this great race
cannot be retarded. It must go on. It must move forward in the
mission to spread Christianity and civilisation everywhere, and to
open up the undeveloped part of the world to the expanding
demands of commerce, and of all that commerce, liberally
conducted, implies.
Let us take up together the work so magnificently performed by
the United States and by England down to the commencement of
this century. Once for all let prejudices be cast aside. Let us unite
in a great English-speaking family. Let us be content to learn from
each other. And when the curtain of the twenty-first century is
raised, may the successful anglicisation of the world be revealed;
may the real spirit of our institutions and laws prevail everywhere,
and the English language have become the universal dialect of
mankind.
In the view I have given of English history, manners, and
institutions, and their relation to our own, I am aware that I do not
go beyond the merest sketch. I should, perhaps, have paused {xiv}
longer on that part of the subject,—it would have been pleasant to
do so,—but as it is practically inexhaustible, it would have
changed the character of the work and have swelled it to undue
proportions. I have said enough, I think, to point out the path to
every intelligent reader likely to be interested in this question, and
who has not heretofore made it a study. Once accepted as a subject
of interest, every kind of reading, even to the most light and
desultory which our copious literature affords, may be made to cast
an illumination upon it. Thus, while mentioning the great leadi ng
facts of English Constitutional development—those more obvious
stepping-stones upon which the race ascended in that difficult
path—I have found it impossible to detail all the influences,

whether of ancient or recent growth, which accompanied or
produced the respective movements. The least obtrusive causes are
not infrequently the most potent as well as the most interesting. I
firmly believe that the ultimate ascertainable causes in all such
cases will be found in the character of the people, however that
character may have been generated.
I wish to acknowledge publicly, and return my thanks for, the
substantial aid which I have received in the preparation of this
book from my dear and life-long friend, Theodore McFadden,
Esq., of the Philadelphia Bar, the author of a most exquisite and
classic drama, Madalena; or The Maids' Mischief, and many
effective essays and articles. I have discussed every part of this
work {xv} with him, and in the course of its preparation, he has
made many valuable suggestions, some of which I have
incorporated herein in his exact language. While we are in earnest
agreement as to the main purpose of the book, namely, the removal
of prejudices and the approximation of the two peoples for all great
and beneficial objects, including their mutual defence, our views
are not always in accord as to the methods of giving effect to that
purpose. To differ with one of the ripest scholars, one of the most
profound and liberal thinkers and eloquent writers of the day, even
upon a trivial point, is a matter of sincere regret, but convictions
upon the subjects discussed herein, at first light and eradicable,
have, by reflection and study, become strengthened and deepened,
and I shrink not from the responsibility and duty of giving them
full light.
May they bear ripe and wholesome fruit!
J. R. D. P.

NEW YORK, April, 1903.
[1] Madalena; or The Maids' Mischief, by Theodore McFadden.

{xvi}
{1}
THE ANGLO-SAXON CENTURY
CHAPTER I
TWO EVENTS WHICH MARK THE CLOSE OF THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY

WHEN the sun disappeared on the last day of the Nineteenth
Century, it left in the horizon vivid pictures of two unexpected and
incomplete events, whose influences will penetrate far into the
realm of future history and throw light upon the great records
which will be made in this new century. In one picture, the United
States of America was seen fighting in the Philippines for the
possession of a land which she claimed by the double title of
conquest and purchase. In the other, the British Empire was
battling with the Boers; sending her armies over the seas into
Africa, to answer the defiant and goading challenge of that people.
Strange and unexpected history! The two powers the least prepared
for or anticipating war were forced into battle; while Germany,
France, {2} Austria, and Italy, armed to the teeth, momentarily
expecting strife, became spectators instead of actors. We must
prepare always for the unexpected.
Neither the acquisition by the United States of new territories,
conquered or purchased, from a weaker power, nor the subjugation
of the Boers by England and the enforcement of absolute
sovereignty upon their republics, are, per se, events of supreme
importance to the outside world.
The continental powers view with comparative complacency the
relinquishment of the sovereignty of Spain over the Philippines,

Cuba, and Puerto Rico; and while the subjugation of the Boers, and
the metamorphosis of their republics into colonies of the British
Empire, awakens keener interest and criticism, these acts will,
nevertheless, pass unchallenged, and eventually be acquiesced in.
But the deep significance of these two historical incidents is, that
they have brought the English-American peoples into such striking
prominence that their present and future relations to each other,
and the aim and scope of their ambition, separately or combined,
must become an absorbing topic of international thought and
discussion.
A union of all the English-speaking peoples has become a
probability; and while the question, in the ordinary course of
events, must pass through the crucible of debate, tinctured and
embittered by prejudice, ignorance, and jealousy, a sudden
upheaval or unexpected revolution in international affairs might
cause its solution in a day. On the other hand, it may drag along
through years, the {3} sport of every whirlwind of domestic and
foreign politics.
The Anglo-Saxon people should only be concerned with the right
and wrong of the subject—absolutely fearless of the results to
which an inquiry based upon sound premises may lead. It is now
manifest that to this great race is entrusted the civilisation and
christianisation of the world.
Whether they will perform the duties of this sacred trust is the
problem of the Twentieth Century.
I shall proceed to state the grounds for this opinion, and to unfold
the reasons which should influence this great people to act as one.
I.—BY THE SPANISH WAR, THE RELATIONS OF THE UNITED
STATES TO EUROPE AND THE EAST WERE SUDDENLY
TRANSFORMED

This war reveals the United States in many aspects as the leading
power of the world. While her wonderful development, progress,
and marvellous wealth were freely talked about and ungrudgingly
acknowledged, she has, by this last war, leaped, per saltum, into a
position among nations which will force her, nolens volens, to
assume all the burdens and responsibilities which her new rank
demands. If we look the actual situation in the face, it is impossible
to escape the consequences of this dénouement. The United States
has suddenly become a natural and necessary party to all great
international questions; and this fact, with her increasing
commercial and financial power, demands {4} that she should be
ready to second the interests of her people, who are now spreading
out in all directions in search of greater wealth and wider business
relations. The oceans which separate the United States from
Europe and the East were once supposed to be perpetual barriers to
her active participation in international questions. It was assumed
that she had quite enough to do, then and for all time to come, to
attend to the development of her own vast and continuous country.
The victory of Dewey at Manila, however, combined with the
mighty change which has been wrought in human affairs by
science, electricity, and steam, struck the scales from the eyes of
the world, and, presto! she has leaped into the arena of history as
the most important factor of the new century. Can this situation be
made other than it is by the shibboleth of party platforms, or
individual opinion? Can her progress be stayed? With as much
reason we may command the flowers and the trees not to grow—
bid nature stand still, and her laws not operate!
She did not seek the rank of an international power; it was evolved
out of a confluence of natural conditions. She can no more cast it
off than can our bodies the food of which we have partaken after it
has entered into our organisms. If history teaches any lesson, it is
that nations, like individuals, follow the law of their being; that in
their growth and in their decline they are creatures of conditions, in

which even their own volition plays but a part, and that often the
smallest part.
{5}
II.—THE EFFECT OF THE WAR IN AFRICA UPON THE RELATIONS
AND POWER OF ENGLAND

It has been boastingly said by her enemies, and reluctantly
acknowledged by some of her friends, that England has entered
upon her decline, and that a decay has set in which will destroy her
power and prestige. There is nothing more absurd than this
assertion. The same statements were circulated in reference to her
at various periods of her past history—notably at the close of the
Revolutionary War. Look into her history at that time; consult the
contemporaneous writers, and we shall find them replete with
gloomy and direful predictions. And yet how she gathered herself
together; and in a few years how resplendent she was in military
and civic glory! Her political edifice cannot be destroyed so long
as reason holds its sway, because it is built upon the solid
foundations of true civil liberty, which it is the aim of all people to
establish and conserve. Show me anyone, not actuated by pure
bigotry, who would deliberately and maliciously wish to demolish
such a government!
When men band themselves together in a revolutionary purpose, it
is to destroy tyranny and oppression. They do not begin
revolutions with edicts against liberty and free government.
England will decline, if ever she declines, when men assail order
and law, and seek to erect in their stead, as a basis of government,
chaos and confusion. Her literature can never be destroyed; it will
enlighten the world long after her government {6} ceases to be. It
will be the basis of a new civilisation long, long after her people
cease to act together. I will not weary the reader with statistics of

her material growth. They show no real, permanent decline; but
they do reveal that she has fierce commercial competitors in the
United States and Germany. They show that she must arouse
herself to a real struggle to support her people. But no matter how
this war for commercial supremacy may end, we must remember
that the real greatness of a nation, or people, does not wholly
consist in mere material wealth. We of North America are
overlooking this important fact in our sudden and marvellous
development. We are to-day, and not without some truth, called a
purely "dollar nation." Our people are struggling for money, as if
that were the only desideratum of life. We forget that religion, in
its broad sense, liberty, justice, equality, and virtue are more
important than money; they are the chains of steel which bind a
free people together; mere wealth without these qualities has no
preserving power: and if we lose our institutions, in their form or
in their spirit, of what use will money be to us, or how will it be
protected? The acquisition of wealth is legitimate, but it must not
be the sole aim of the people, else they will forget their duties as
citizens; and should that time come, and chaos and revolution
ensue, of what use will material advantages be, even if they should
survive the loss of freedom?
Remember that a government based upon gold, {7} wealth,
sordidness, must end unhappily. We must have other and higher
ideals for our people.
Do not misunderstand me; I do not decry individual, and, in certain
degrees, aggregate wealth. Let our citizens accumulate money
"beyond the dreams of avarice." Through the natural channels open
for its circulation, it will gradually flow back to the community.
And overlook not the difference between real and fictitious values.
Men often create paper values, which disappear like snow before
the summer sun when the operations of true economic principles
attack them. So long as individual or combined wealth adheres to
its legitimate functions, a State is safe. When, however, it is used

to corrupt or influence the judiciary; when it seeks to interfere
with, or affect legislation; when it subsidises or controls the press;
when it severs instead of combines society; in fine, when it is used
as a substitute for character, the people must beware; they must
quickly intervene and crush it; for the pillars of all free government
will then be attacked, and they will experience an oligarchy of
wealth—the worst of all oligarchies and the most destructive of
individual liberty.
One word more on the subject of England's alleged material
decline. In less than one year she transported in her own ships two
hundred and fifty thousand soldiers to South Africa, without the
loss of a single life.
No other two existing nations could have accomplished the same
task; and, allowing for all drawbacks {8} and mishaps, when the
history of that war comes to be written, it will be found that, under
all the circumstances, it will not be the least of ancient or modern
achievements. And yet with what characteristic absence of selfglorification it has been done!
In the last century, and under the glorious reign just closed, she has
been perfecting more and more her constitutional system; the
various classes composing her society have been thoroughly
interfused; political power has been extended to the masses,
education has been disseminated, benevolent enterprise has gone
hand in hand with the acquisition of wealth to an unparalleled
degree. These are to be set off against any possible decline in her
trade. It is hard to see how even that decline can be permanent or
anything more than accidental while she retains her other
possessions, and along with them the virile qualities which called
them into existence.
She commences the twentieth century with undiminished glory and
the prospect of increasing influence.
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